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      EXCEL CIVILS ACADEMY 
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1. Who among the following became only the second men's player to score 100 international goals in 

Football? 

a) Kylian Mbappé Lottin         

b)  Lionel Andrés Messi      

c) Neymar da Silva Santos Júnior 

d) Cristiano Ronaldo  

 

2. With reference to the India and Japan defence relations, consider the following statements: 

1) India and Japan have signed an Agreement between the two countries concerning Reciprocal 

Provision of Supplies and Services between the Armed Forces of India and the Self-Defense Forces 

of Japan. 

2) This agreement establishes the enabling framework for closer cooperation between the Armed Forces 

of India and Japan in reciprocal provision of supplies and services. 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 

a) 1 only                                b) 2 only                          c) Both 1 and 2                    d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

3. Ecological threat register, recently seen in news, is an initiative of: 

a) Institute for Economics and Peace (IEP) 

b) World Bank 

c) Green peace 

d) World Economic Forum 

 

4. Viswanatha Satyanarayana was a famous writer in which of the following languages? 

a) Telugu                                   b) Hindi                               c) Malayalam                            d) Kannada 

 

5. With reference to the Rafale Fighter Air craft, consider the following statements: 

1) Rafale Fighter Air craft has been formally inducted into the Indian Air Force (IAF) at a formal 

function at Air Force Station, Ambala. 

2) The state-of-the-art 4.5 Generation Rafale jet can reach almost double the speed of sound, with a top 

speed of 1.8 Mach. 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 

a) 1 only                             b) 2 only                              c) Both 1 and 2                       d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

6. With reference to PROJECT 17A, consider the following statements: 

1) The P17A is the follow-on of earlier P-17 Shivalik class ‘first indigenously’ constructed stealth 

warships which are already in operations with Indian Navy. 

2) Construction of P17A ships differ in the very concept of warship building by way of adoption of the 

modern technology ‘Integrated Construction (IC)’ where the blocks are pre-outfitted before joining 

to reduce the build period of warships. 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 

a) 1 only                               b) 2 only                     c) Both 1 and 2                              d) Neither 1 nor 2 
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7. With reference to Enhanced Access and Service Excellence(EASE) reform agenda, consider the 

following statements: 

1) It has been commissioned through the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). 

2) It envisions providing doorstep banking services to the customers. 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 

a) 1 only                          b) 2 only                          c) Both 1 and 2                             d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

8. With reference to the Indo-Pacific Trilateral Dialogue, consider the following statements: 

1) It is a strategic dialogue between India, Japan and Australia. 

2) It is an addition to the Quad initiative. 

Which of the above statements is/are correct? 

a) 1 only                             b) 2 only                             c) Both 1 and 2                      d) Neither 1 and 2 

 

9. With reference to Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana (PMMSY), which of the following statements 

is/are correct? 

1) It aims to boost production and double the farmer's income. 

2) It aims to create fisheries clusters through backward and forward linkages. 

Choose the correct option from the codes given below. 

a) 1 only                      b) 2 only                             c) Both 1 and 2                             d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

10. With reference to recently released report ‘Household Social Consumption: Education in India’ as part 

of NSO Survey (2017-18), consider the following statements: 

1) More than 50% of the households in India had internet access. 

2) Gross Attendance Ratio (GAR) at primary level was nearly 100%. 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 

a) 1 only                            b) 2 only                                c) Both 1 and 2                         d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 


